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CHIA.ITKU XXII.
HMMOVJNU THI<JKH1NI«JI> (MKAHK AND OH,

who have. the control of machinery are aware that a
maohinn that has boon out of uso for Home time cannot be
Htartod again until it has received a thorough cleaning. This
in nHpodally the cane with regard to the lubricated parts,
sineo the old grease or oil not only dries to a tough thick
uuihh, but mixoH with dust gathered from the air, and forms
such a thick, hard crust, that in many cases it can only be
off with great difficulty.
To clean a machine that has got into this condition, it
fh'Kt of all be taken to pieces, as far as possible, and the
various partn dealt with separately. In carrying out this
work, tha kind of oil used must be borne in mind : whether
Holid or liquid fat, soapy or mineral oil lubricant.
[f this information ib not available, the nature of the old
lubricant must bo determined by an experiment. If a fatty
lubricant has been used, it may be removed by treatment
with caustic soda; the same also yields to soapy lubri-
cants. Mineral oils, however, cannot be entirely removed
by this treatment, hut require a longer or shorter soaking in
petroleum before they can be, loosened. Machine parts that	!
are covered with old fatty or soapy lubricants must be scrubbed	|
with caustic soda lye until quite clean ; after which they must	*
he repeatedly washed with water, in order to remove the last
traces of alkali, or they will soon rust. Finally, they should
be rubbed dry with a soft cloth and smeared with petroleum
jelly, being then stored in a place out of contact with dust,
until the machine in put together again.
Motal parts covered with thickened grease that in soluble
in petroleum are placed in a vessel of sufficient sixe, and
petroleum is poured over them. After a time the lubricant
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